
A NOTE ON SMALL DYNAMICAL BALLS

FELIPE RIQUELME

Abstract. In this note we prove that the local entropy defined by small dy-

namical balls coincides with the measure-theoretical entropy. This answers a

question due to Barbara Schapira related to the possible existence of a gap
between these two notions of chaos.

1. Introduction

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with pinched negative sectional cur-
vatures and X “ T 1M its unit tangent bundle. Recall that M can be described as

the quotient ĂM{Γ between its universal covering space ĂM and a discrete subgroup

of isometries Γ ă IsopĂMq. The unit tangent bundle T 1
ĂM of ĂM will be denoted by

rX.
In this note we are interested in the study of the chaos of the geodesic flow

g :“ pgtq : X Ñ X from the ergodic point of view. Let µ be a g-invariant probability
measure on X. The measure-theoretical entropy of µ will be denoted by hpg, µq. A
way to understand this number is through the local entropy of µ. Let r ą 0 and
n ě 0. A pn, rq-dynamical ball centered at x P X is the set

Bdynpx, n, rq :“ ty P X : dpπpgtxq, πpgtyqq ă r, for all 0 ď t ď nu.

Here π : X Ñ M is the canonical projection of a unit vector x “ pz, vq into its
base point πpxq :“ z, and d is the distance induced by the Riemannian metric on
M . The upper local entropy of µ relative to compact sets, denoted by hclocpg, µq, is
defined as the number

hclocpg, µq “ sup
K compact

ess supxPK lim
rÑ0

lim sup
nÑ8

gnxPK

´
1

n
logµpBdynpx, n, rqq.

Roughly speaking, this number measures the exponential decay of the measure of
a dynamical ball taking only into consideration the returning times over compact
sets. Surprisingly, the upper local entropy relative to compact sets and the measure-
theoretical entropy coincide. This was first proved by M. Brin and A. Katok for
compact manifolds (see [BK]). The general case is properly proved in [Ri1] and
presented in a simpler form in [Ri2].

Theorem 1.1. Let µ be an ergodic probability measure on X. Then

hpg, µq “ hclocpg, µq.

Another way to measure the local entropy of the geodesic flow is by considering

projections of dynamical balls in rX, also called small dynamical balls. To be more

precise, let pΓ : rX Ñ X be the natural projection defined by sending an unit vector
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x̃ P rX into its Γ-orbit x “ pΓpx̃q. A small pn, rq-dynamical ball centered at x is
defined as

BΓpx, n, rq “ pΓpBdynpx̃, n, rqq,

where Bdynpx̃, n, rq is a pn, rq-dynamical ball for the dynamic of the geodesic flow

on rX. The adjective small’ comes from the evident relation

(1) BΓpx, n, rq Ă Bdynpx, n, rq,

and from the existence of examples where there is a proper inclusion in (1). Note
that, if the injectivity radius of M is uniformly bounded from below by a constant
r0 ą 0, then for r ď r0, the inclusion in (1) becomes an equality.

In [ST] the authors use small dynamical balls in order to get ridigity results
for the topological entropy of the geodesic flow. A key ingredient for them is the
definition of a different notion of upper local entropy relative to compact sets.
Indeed, they use small dynamical balls instead of standard dynamical balls. Hence,
they define the upper local entropy hcΓpgq as

hcΓpg, µq “ sup
K compact

ess supxPK lim
rÑ0

lim sup
nÑ8

gnxPK

´
1

n
logµpBΓpx, n, rqq.

Observe that inequality (1) gives us the following relation between local entropies

(2) hclocpg, µq ď hcΓpg, µq.

It is therefore natural to ask if there is some gap in the inequality above. The goal
of this note is to prove that this is not the case, that is, these two notions of local
entropies do coincide.

Theorem 1.2 (Main Theorem). Let X be the unit tangent bundle of a complete
Riemannian manifold having pinched sectional curvatures and let g : X Ñ X be
the geodesic flow. If µ is an ergodic probability measure on X, then

hcΓpg, µq “ hpg, µq.

2. Proof of the Main Theorem

Note first that Theorem 1.1 and Inequality (2) give us the inequality hpg, µq ď
hcΓpg, µq, so we just need to prove that hpg, µq ě hcΓpg, µq. Our approach is to
slightly modify the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The main ingredient
here is the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1. For every compact set K Ă X such that µpKq ą 0, and every
0 ă r ď 1 small enough, there exists a partition PK of K having finite entropy,
such that, for P “ PK Y tXzKu, then for µ-a.e. x P K, the sequence pnkqk of
returning times in K of the positive orbit of x, verifies

Pnkpxq Ă BΓpx, nk, rq,

for every k ě 1.

Remark 2.2. If P is a partition of X, then Ppxq is the element of P containing x P
X. Moreover, for n ě 1, the partition Pn is the refined partition Pn “

Žn
i“0 g´iP.

Remark 2.3. How small we should choose 0 ă r ď 1 in order to get Proposition
2.1 will be stated at the very core of its proof.
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Observe that, if Proposition 2.1 is satisfied, then for µ-a.e. x P K, we get

lim sup
nÑ8

gnxPK

´
1

n
logµpBΓpx, n, rqq ď lim sup

nÑ8

gnxPK

´
1

n
logµpPnpxqq.

In particular, since the RHS is equal to hpg, µ,Pq by the Shannon-McMillan-
Breiman Theorem, and hpg, µ,Pq ď hpg, µq by definition of entropy, we obtain
the desired inequality.

Sketch of proof of Proposition 2.1. Let K Ă X be a compact set such that µpKq ą
0. By Proposition 1.34 in [Ri1], there is a constant C0 ą 0 such that for every
0 ă δ ă 1, there exists a partition Pδ of K satisfying

(1) for every x P K, we have diampPδpxqq ď δ,
(2) the boundary BPδ of Pδ is µ-negligible, and
(3) if d is the dimension of X, then #Pδ ď C0δ

´d.

For any integer k ě 1, define Ak Ă K, as

Ak “ tx P K : gkx P K, gix R K, for every 1 ď i ă ku,

that is the set of points in K having k as the first time of return over K. By
Kac’s Lemma, we know that

ř

kě1 kµpAkq “ 1. Let us finally remark that, by our
assumption on the curvature of M , we know that there exists c ą 0, depending on
the sectional curvatures and K, such that for any x P K, we have

rinjpgtxq ě e´c|t|, for any t P R,(3)

where rinj : X Ñ R is the injectivity radius map.

Let L ą 0 be a Lipschitz constant for the time-one map of the geodesic flow. By
our previous discussion, given 0 ă r ď 1, for any k ě 1, we can define δk “ rpLecq´k

to get a partition Pk of K having negligible boundary, such that

diampPδkpxqq ď δk and #Pδk ď C0δ
´d
k .

Note that we can think on this partition as a partition of Ak. Hence, we get a
partition PK of K by defining it as Pδk on Ak. Let P the partition of X defined
as P “ PK Y tXzKu. Observe that, by construction, if x P Ak, then for any
y P Ppxq, we have dpgtx, gtyq ď re´ck, for 0 ď t ď k. This, together the fact that
rinjpgtxq ě e´ck, for 0 ď t ď k, and r ď 1, implies

(4) Ppxq Ă BΓpx, k, rq.

Let now x P K be arbitrary and pnkqk the sequence of returning times of the positive
orbit of x into K. We already know by (4) that, for any k ě 1, we get

Ppgnk
pxqq Ă BΓpx, nk`1 ´ nk, rq.
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Hence

Ppgnk
pxqq “

nk
č

i“0

g´iPpgipxqq

Ă

k
č

i“0

g´niPpgnipxqq

Ă

k
č

i“0

g´ni
BΓpgni

pxq, ni`1 ´ ni, rq

“

k
č

i“0

g´ni
ppΓpBdynpgni

px̃q, ni`1 ´ ni, rqqq

“

k
č

i“0

pΓpg´ni
pBdynpgni

px̃q, ni`1 ´ ni, rqqq.

If we chose r small enough, uniformly on K, we get

k
č

i“0

pΓpg´ni
pBdynpgni

px̃q, ni`1´ni, rqqq “ pΓ

˜

k
č

i“0

g´ni
pBdynpgni

px̃q, ni`1 ´ ni, rq

¸

,

so

Ppgnk
pxqq Ă pΓ

˜

k
č

i“0

g´nipBdynpgnipx̃q, ni`1 ´ ni, rq

¸

Ă pΓpBdynpx̃, nk, rqq

“ BΓpx, nk, rq.

It only remains to prove that P has finite entropy. This follows exactly as in the
proof of Proposition 1.33 in [Ri1]. Indeed, the bounds proposed there are, in our
setting, presented as

HµpPKq ď HµptAkukq `
ÿ

kě1

µpAkq logpC0δ
´d
k q

ď HµptAkukq ` dc logpeLq
ÿ

kě1

kµpAkq ` logpC0q ´ d logprq

“ HµptAkukq ` dc logpeLq ` logpC0q ´ d logprq.

Since HµptAkukq ă `8, we have concluded the proof of Proposition 2.1. �
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